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1. SEARCH IN THIS GUIDE 

If you search for a certain word or expression in this file 
press CTRL-F type the expression you search like "Install" 
and hit enter. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

FileBoss is a program for Windows computers that allows you 
to open, save , move, copy files and directories much faster.

It is very helpful when you work with a great number of 
directories and files that need to be saved in specific 
directories. Office workers spend a big part of their time 
archiving, saving , opening documents of all sorts into 
directories. 
Rather than clicking through the directory tree to save the 
file at the location you want, FileBoss allows you to write 
part of the directory name and immediately saves the file in 
that directory. 

Another option is to immediately show a list of filenames 
that contain a certain word. You are looking for example for 
a PDF file that contains the word "products 2018". You write 
"product" and "2018" in the search box and in less than one 
second FileBoss will display a list of files that contain 
these expressions like : 

c:\book\company\sales\Product list 2018.pdf 
c:\mydocuments\Products and procedures to clean in 2018.pdf 

You then select the document you were looking for and it is 
opened immediately. 

A third option is to search for text in documents and any 
document like PDF, Word Documents, Open Office documents , 
spreadsheets, text, emails and custom extensions. 

This software will save any company a lot of time and will 
greatly improve productivity and lower cost for a very low 
one time price. No yearly or monthly fees.  

3. INSTALLATION  

Click the Download Button at the following link : 

https://www.bekkertechnologies.com/fileboss/index.php



Run or Open the setup file which is called setupnow.exe 

FileBoss will install itself in the following directory : 

C:\Program Files\FileBoss

After installation it will run and inform you are starting a 
free trial. 

4. INDICATE TO FILEBOSS WHICH DIRECTORIES,SUBDIRECTORIES AND 
FILES IT SHOULD CONTROL 
 
When FileBoss runs the first time it will ask you for a list 
of max five main directories that it will control and it will
show you the below screen : 

Control means that it will find and open any directory or 
file within this main directory within part of a second and 
also will search text in any file located within the 
directory you indicate including all its subdirectories. 

We think it is a good idea to indicate the following 
directory on the first line : 

C:\Users\YourUserName\

The reason is that all your computer files and directories 
like Downloads , documents pictures etc are located as 
subdirectories under this c:\Users\YourUserName\ directory. 



How do you know your Windows user name ? 
-  Press Windows key and R  
-  in the input box that appears type cmd.exe followed by 
   enter
-  you now see a black screen with white text. The word after
   c:\users\ is your username . For example if it says
   c:\users\Mark then your username is Mark 

If you have other directories under which you have many files
that you want to control then type these on the next lines 
like for example : 

E:\Office Files\     (in case you guard a lot of files there)
c:\book\
d:\archive\
F:\Private\Holidays\

You do not need to fill all the five lines , you have to put 
at least one directory . 

After press save and FileBoss will now start collecting all 
file names in these directories and their subdirectories. The
first time you run FileBoss it might take from 30 seconds up 
to 7 minutes for  700.000 Files , it depends on your computer
speed. 
Once it runs it updates itself with every directory or file 
deletion, rename or creation.

From the second time you run FileBoss you will always have 
immediate access to all files with results list of your 
search under one second.

We recommend that once you start FileBoss you leave it 
running at least until you get the pop up message that all 
files and directories have been loaded. 

If after first use you want to go back to this setup screen 
to indicate other directories that FileBoss should control 
then click on the tool sign in the main program : 



5. EXPLANATION OF BUTTONS IN THE FILEBOSS APP 

Clicking on the B button will reduce FileBoss to a very small
red square with an F on it so you can work on windows in the 
right bottom corner of the screen. When you want to restore 
FileBoss main window click on the small red square. 



6. SEARCH FOR DIRECTORIES AND OPEN THEM IN FILE EXPLORER  

Be sure that the checkbox next to Dir is selected : 

Now type part of the name of the directory you are looking 
for like for example invoices and press enter. FileBoss shows
you a list of all diretories that contain the expression 
invoices. Select the one you want and FileBoss opens the 
directory in File Explorer. 

You can type up to three search expressions. If you want the 
search expression to be included in the results , type + to 
separate the search expressions. 
If the search result CAN NOT include the search expression 
type - to separate the search expressions. 

Example : 
apple+pear+lemon
Will find directories that contain apple, pear and lemon not 
necessary in this order. 

he ate an apple+she drank wine-kids
Will find directories that contain "he ate an apple", "she 
drank wine" but the result cannot include "kids". 

teacher-beatrixschool-netherlands
Will present results that contain teacher but not 
beatrixschool and not netherlands. For example "teacher", 
"cambridge school" and "United Kingdom" will be in the search
results. 

cheese+eggs



Will find results that contain cheese and eggs 

burger king-whopper
Will find results that contain "burger king" but cannot have 
the word "whopper". 

In the examples above you can also type part of the search 
term. For example you can type burg and whop instead of 
burger and whopper. There is no order required of your search
terms. For example there is no difference if you search for 
"profit+2020" or "2020+profit" ; it will give the same 
results. Both queries will give the following found 
directories (example) : 
c:\users\mark\dropbox\summary profit statements\2020 
c:\book\restaurant\accounts\2020\profit

This way of using search expressions with + and - is the same
when you are looking for files or when you search inside the 
contents of a file. 

Examples : 
supplier : to open directories containing "supplier" 

supplier+baker : to open directories containing "supplier"
and "baker" 

supplier+baker-beer : to open directories containing 
"supplier" and "baker" but cannot contain the word "beer" 

supplier-truck-wheel : to open directories containing 
"supplier" but not containing the words "truck" and/or 
"wheel" 

7. SAVE EMAILS AND FILES IN DIRECTORIES FROM WITHIN EMAIL 
WORD EXCEL NOTEPAD CALC WRITE ETC - OPTION S 

To save a selected file or files in a directory start with s.
Like s logistics to save the file in directory logistics. Do 
this for example in Thunderbird. 
If you select an email and type s invoices in FileBoss it 
will save the email in the directory invoices. 



If you are in a word or excel, open office calc or write 
document you type s targetdirectory to save the file into 
that directory. This also works in other applications like 
notepad, paint etc. 

Examples : 
s client+express saves the selected email or attachment into
directory that contains "client" and "express" 

s client+express in word, excel, adobe reader, open office, 
notepad, wordpad will save the open document in a directory 
that contains "client" and "express". 

8. COPY AND MOVE FILES TO DIRECTORIES IN FILE EXPLORER - 
OPTION C AND OPTION M 

Open Windows File Explorer and select the file(s) that you 
want to copy. 
To copy a selected file or selected files into a directory 
start with c. Like c logistics to copy the file(s) into 
directory logistics.

To move a selected file or files into a directory start with 
m. Like m logistics to move the selected file(s) to directory
logistics.



Examples : 
Copy files in windows explorer 

Select one or more files or directories in windows explorer. 

c house+construction will copy the selected 
files/directories to directory that contains the words 
"house" and "construction"

Mopy files in windows explorer 

Select one or more files or directories in windows explorer. 

m house+construction will move copy the selected 
files/directories to directory that contains the words 
"house" and "construction". The files it moves are also saved
in the recycle bin so if something goes wrong you can restore
your files from the recycle bin. 

9. ATTACH FILES TO EMAILS, DOWNLOAD FILES IN THE RIGHT 
LOCATION, OPEN DIRECTORY FROM WITHIN ANY APPLICATION, INSERT 
FILE OR PICTURE INTO DOCUMENT - OPTION D 

You can produce a line with the directory path from within 
any application by having the application open where it asks 
for input.
This is very useful when you want to add attachments to an 
email and avoids you clicking towards the location where the 
attached file is located. You just click on attach file in 
your email program , it opens a new window with a white input
bar and a directory selection tree. 

Now you type "d partofdirectorywhereyourattachmentislocated" 
in FileBoss followed by enter. 



FileBoss will fill the white attachment box with the 
directory you want to open. Super Easy ! 

Or for example you want to add a picture from file to a text 
document, it asks you to click towards the folder where the 
picture is located by and presents a blank text input box. 
At this moment you write in FileBoss : 
d partialnameoftargetfolder and hit enter. It will type the 
target origin or destination path. Now you hit enter to open 
this folder.

This can be used whereever you want to get the target or 
origin path typed out for you. You just need a path input 
textbox that is showing ,type "d" space and part of the 
folder you are looking for and hit enter. 

Alternative explanation for d = Display directory option.

When you are in a program like for example Word and you want 
to open a file or insert an image from a certain remote 
directory then it is very irritating to have to click through
the directory tree until you reach the folder of destination.

To solve this you do File-Open in Word or for example Insert 
image from file, whatever program you are in to get to the 
screen where Word shows the directory selection screen. Then 
with the blank input field opened, you type d diary for 
example in case you want to see all the directories that 
contain the word "diary". d stands for display and it is 
followed by a space. 
FileBoss will then produce the directory line in the 
directory selection box. You press enter to open the path and
can then select the file you wish. 

You can do the same if you want to save a file from within a 
program that is not included in the FileBoss standard 
catalogue like it allows you to save automatically from 
within Adobe, Excel, Word by pressing s diary , if you want 
to save in a directory with the word "diary" if the s command
does not work because your application is not Word Excel 



etc , then you always can go to the save as dialogue in the 
program and type d diary , and it will produce the path 
towards the folder you want to open, then press enter and it 
will save in this directory. 

Examples : 

Click on the attach file icon in your email program. It shows
a box where you can click your way to the directory where the
attachment is located which you do not want. Below that box 
is a white input bar where you can manually type the file 
name or location. 

In FileBoss input field type : 

d holiday+marbellathis will display the folder path to the 
directory that contains the words "holiday" and "marbella" . 
It will display it in the white attachment input bar.
You press enter to open the directory and choose your 
attachment. 

In any program where you want to insert a picture or file or 
have to indicate a directory from within the program. 

d holiday+marbellathis will display the folder path to the 
directory that contains the words "holiday" and "marbella" . 
It will display it in the white input bar. 
You press enter to open the directory and choose your file.

10. FIND FILES WITH CERTAIN WORDS IN THE NAME OR PATH 

This option finds all files that have the search expression 
in the file name or in the path. You have to have the File 
checkbox activated to search for files as in below picture : 

Now you type the expression you are searching for , for 
example apple+pear (or you can write part of the word like 
app+ear :



Now when you press enter a list of files will be produced 
that have apple and pear in the filename or path. The 
following files will be shown (example) : 

c:\users\apple\docs\123pearsaladrecipe.pdf
c:\book\pears are good for health and apples not.xls 
c:\mydocuments\pics\pearorangeapplebirthday.jpg

To open one or more of the files in the result screen select 
them and press enter. 

This is a very useful function because it answers under the 
second and searches in a million files or more in that 
period. 

11. FIND WORDS OR EXPRESSIONS IN FILE CONTENT OR SEARCH FILES
BY TYPE, DATE , AND SIZE 

11A. FIND FILES BY FILENAME, FILETYPE, SIZE, PERIOD MODIFIED

To use this function you have to check the Contents box in 
FileBoss as shown below : 

If you just want to find files by type, like .pdf and size 
and period modified, leave the text input blank and press 
enter



The following search screen appears : 

You can choose the folder to search in. If you do not choose 
the folder then FileBoss will search through all directories.

The other search terms are obvious. In the textbox "Filename 
contains below text" you can for example write part of the 
filename like "invoice" or the file extension you want to 
search like .pdf  

After pressing search it will present the results after some 
time on the screen and also save it to a text file with name:

c:\book\dateofthesearch+word1searched+word2searched-
word3excluded.txt 

for example : 

c:\book\20190322+price+low-free.txt 

11B. FIND WORDS OR EXPRESSION IN THE CONTENT OF THE FILEFILES
BY FILENAME, FILETYPE, SIZE, PERIOD MODIFIED

 
If you want to search words in the content of the file then 
type the search expression in the input bar and press enter. 



You can select the filetypes he has to search for like pdf, 
doc , txt , xls. After clicking on search he will start 
collecting the results in a list that you see blue coloured 
at the bottom of the screen. If you click the blue bar you 
will see the filenames found so far. 
You can click stop if you think he found enough results and 
the results will be displayed on screen and will be saved to 
a file in c:\book. The name of the file will be the date and 
the search terms like for example 20191110+profit.txt 

The search result file will also show you the text that is 
around your search terms. For example if you are searching 
for the word profit it will show you : 

"During the meeting we discussed the profitability of the 
biscuits with chocolate covering"

You can minimize window while he is searching. When he is 
ready he will save the results and the text around it in a 
file and also show the results on the screen. 



You can increase the speed of the text search during the 
search by pressing 1 to increase and 0 to decrease. The 



increase will launch multiple search agents and use more of 
your cpu and memory. You will see an increased files handled 
per second figure, dependent on your machine's capacity. 

If you search for words in Adobe pdf files only pdf files 
will be searched that are up to 10 pages. In case you want 
the content search to check pdfs with more than 10 pages 
please contact us to obtain the master edition which has an 
extra cost.  

You also can search for files of a certain size
or files that were modified within a certain time span. 

12. WORKING ON A NETWORK DRIVE THAT IS SHARED WITH OTHER 
PEOPLE
  
FileBoss updates itself immediately with every directory or 
file deletion, rename or creation from any user. 

If you quit the program and other users are working on the 
same drive it will update the changes these users made when 
you start the program again but it will take approximately 5 
minutes to integrate all changes. A pop up message will tell 
you the file and directory system is updated. 
 
It is best to let it run continuously while other users are 
working on the drives you indicated in setup. Like this it is
always 100% accurate. 
If you are the only user then there is no problem switching 
off your pc. 
In an office with many users working on the same drives we 
recommend to keep FileBoss running from the moment the first 
worker arrives until the last worker leaves in the evening. 

13. DO NOT INCLUDE SYSTEM DIRECTORIES IN THE 
DRIVES/DIRECTORIES/FOLDERS THAT FILEBOSS CONTROLS 

Avoid including system directories in the setup directories 
such as AppData or Windows\System because in the
background continuously files are renamed, deleted and 
created by the Operating System and by installed Apps. This 
will not create errors but in the background
FileBoss has to handle all of these and it will slow it down.

The system will ignore any file or directory that has 
AppData\Local or AppData\Roaming in the path as well as any 
file or directory that contains 
~ in the path or name. Also it will ignore anything with .etl



in its path or name.

14. DIRECTORY OR FOLDER NAMES THAT WILL BE IGNORED BY 
FILEBOSS 

Please do not use folder names that have as last 4 positions 
a dot and three characters like mywebsite.com 

FileBoss will see mywebsite.com as a file and not as a 
directory so it will not be found if you search for it as a 
directory. 

15. HOW TO FORMULATE SEARCH EXPRESSIONS TO LOOK FOR 
DIRECTORIES, FILES OR FIND TEXT WITHIN FILES 

You type up to three search expressions. If you want the 
search expression to be included in the results , type + to 
separate the search expressions. 
If the search result CAN NOT include the search expression 
type - to separate the search expressions. 

Example : 
apple+pear+lemon
Will find directories, filepath or file contents that contain
apple, pear and lemon not necessary in this order. 

he ate an apple+she drank wine-kids
Will find directories, filepath or file contents that contain
"he ate an apple", "she drank wine" but the result cannot 
include "kids". 

teacher-beatrixschool-netherlands
Will present results that contain teacher but not 
beatrixschool and not netherlands. For example "teacher", 
"cambridge school" and "United Kingdom" will be in the search
results. 

cheese+eggs
Will find results that contain cheese and eggs 

burger king-whopper
Will find results that contain "burger king" but cannot have 
the word "whopper". 

In the examples above you can also type part of the search 
term. For example you can type burg and whop instead of 
burger and whopper. There is no order required of your search
terms. For example there is no difference if you search for 



"profit+2020" or "2020+profit" ; it will give the same 
results. Both queries will find the following results :
 
(example results in case you do a directory search)  
c:\users\mark\dropbox\summary profit statements\2020 
c:\book\restaurant\accounts\2020\profit

The search in directorynames and filepath names is case 
insensitive. 

The search for filecontent is by default case insensitive but
in the second screen after giving the search expression you 
can click an option for case sensitive search. 

16. HOW TO ORDER FILEBOSS, INTRODUCE YOUR LICENSE OR SEND US 
A MESSAGE  

Click on the grey menu button in the main app to access the 
order screen. Here you can order your license and pay with 
credit card or Paypal. If you want to make a bank transfer 
please email us to get our bank data at 
support@bekkertechnologies.com

30 minutes after ordering you will receive your license 
number in the email. In the order screen you can fill out 
your license number. 

The order menu button looks like this : 

17. SAVING A FILE IN ADOBE READER

When you try to save a file in adobe reader you best have the
document open that you want to save and write in the FileBoss
input : s funny (enter)

The s stands for save and funny is part of the directory name
where you want to save in. In case there are more directories
that contain the word funny he will present a drop down list 
and you can choose where to save. 

You also can press alt file save as in Adobe and then give 
the save command to FileBoss but this is extra work. If you 
choose file save as in Adobe a window appears where you can 
choose a frequent directory. Here you still can use FileBoss 



but if you press enter and then in the next save as screen 
try to save, there will be an error. So always just keep the 
document open and give the command to FileBoss. 

18. WHERE DO MOVED FILES GO 

If something goes wrong while FileBoss moves files then the 
original files are not deleted and you can find them in the 
origin directory. If you cannot find them in the origin 
directory you can find all the moved files or directories
in the recycle bin. 
This is much better than File Explorer because when you use 
File Explorer to move files and something goes wrong , your 
files disappear forever plus it is super irritating to click 
your way until the destiny folder. 

19. KEYBOARD SHORTCUT TO START FILEBOSS  

CTRL-SHIFT-F 

20. EXAMPLES OF USE 

FileBoss is very useful in an office environment with windows
network and many shared files and directories. In this
environment you can find fast directories and files and 
search into the contents of these files. 

FileBoss was originally used in a freight forwarding company 
with 10 networked computers 100000 directories and 900000 
files. 

The costs, communication and invoices belonging to a certain 
process are stored in a project file like for example 
TIL9000. Everything related to that process (a transport from
China to Spain in this concrete case) is saved in this 
directory. Most offices in other activities also use a 
reference for a project where they save anything related to 
that project. 

In this case any email regarding to this transport is 
automatically saved into this file without having to click 
through directory trees. Sometimes it happens that an 
employee saves the directory in the wrong location and then 
it is a big problem to find where it is. With FileBoss we 
typed TIL9000 and immediately it showed its current wrong 
location which was in Logistics\Employees\Frank instead of 
Logistics\Files Closed. The search took 0,2 seconds instead 



of 1 hour or more. 

In another case we were looking for invoice 870876 of 
supplier Dom Joao. Normally invoices are saved in our company
like Dom Joao 870876.pdf. 
To find this invoice without FileBoss we have to think about 
possible locations of the invoice which could be :
 
suppliers\invoices\2018 or 2017 or 2016
suppliers\refused invoices 

or it could be in any process file where this invoice was a 
cost. 

Searching with File Explorer would take hours to look through
all 900000 files. 
But FileBoss solved this in 2 seconds because there was a 
double mistake here : 
The invoice number was wrongly typed as 8708876 instead of 
870876 so the search for the invoice number did not show any 
result. 
Then we searched for any pdf that has the word Joao in it 
because the supplier name is Dom Joao, immediately 200 
invoices and other files with the word Joao appeared in the 
list among which was the wrongly saved invoice 870876 types 
as 8708876 and saved in directory \marketing\presentations 
when it should be \suppliers\invoices\2018. 

This to illustrate how you can solve mistakes, problems with 
files and directories VERY FAST with FileBoss where 
normally you would be busy hours and probably would not solve
it. 

In the extreme case that the employee had done everything 
wrong like instead of saving as : 
DOM JOAO 870876.PDF he or she would have saved as 
KON SIAO 8708879.PDF 

Then FileBoss still would solve this within minutes because 
then you will type the invoice number in content search
and he will find the invoice number within the PDF and 
searches through all 900000 files. 

Loss in file example : 
John supplies workers to repair a factory machine to a big 
company. All cost and revenues are booked in one file called 
REPAIR5010. His accountant warns him there is a loss on this 
file of EUR 15000. 



John checks which buying and selling invoices are in the file
and sees 10 Hotel and Rent a car bills that caused the loss. 
He wants to open the bills fast to check if these invoices 
really belong to REPAIR5010.
 
He types in part of the supplier name or part of the invoice 
number in FileBoss to quickly open the PDFs in his computer. 
He has no clue where these invoices were saved but FileBoss 
knows this. In seconds he has all the invoices open on 
his screen. 
He notices that three invoices have REPAIR5001 written on 
them so whoever inserted them into his system wrongly 
inserted these two into REPAIR5010 due to mistyping. 
The other 7 invoices have all been classified with REPAIR5010
written on them so at first sight they belong to this 
project. But then he sees that 5 of them are dated october, 
november 2017 and 2 are of january 2015. 
He sighs of relief because he knows that these 2 do not 
belong in REPAIR5010 but where do they belong ? 

He types in REPAIR and 5 in FileBoss directory search and 
FileBoss responds within 0,5 seconds with all directories 
that contain REPAIR and 5 , like REPAIR0005 , REPAIR1015 etc.

He notices that REPAIR0510 directory was created
in january 2015 so now he knows where these 2 invoices 
belong. 
Something that could cost him a day in the office was solved 
within minutes. 

Sometimes your disk is completely full and you wonder which 
big files are causing this. In that case you can click 
content search and do not fill any search terms.
 
In the next sceeen you can specify minimum file size required
and maximum and period in which the file should be last 
modified. You also can optionally fill part of the filename 
it should contain like "mar" for all files that contain 
mar in their name or path. 
When you fill out minimum size required you do not have to 
fill out a part of the filename you are looking for. 
FileBoss will find the biggest files on your system and saves
them in a text file and displays them on your screen. Like 
this you know immediately which files to delete to free up 
disk space. 



In a transport company employees have to find a container 
number in order to know which file to book a purchase invoice
on. 
They use content search to find the file with the container 
number written in it and can book the purchase invoice in 
seconds into the right file. 

When you search in explorer it takes a long time and it gives
you results you do not want, like it looks for directory
names, file names and file contents and the search never 
seems to end. 
Also the results are presented very badly with half directory
names not enabling you to to resize the column to see the 
full name. 
In FileBoss all these problems are addressed. Fast search 
results, giving you precisely the information you want and 
customised searches on several search needles. 

You can look for all documents with apple and orange in their
directory name, file name or contents but exclude all results
that contain lemon. This is not possible in explorer. 
Also the search terms do not have to be near to eachother or 
in order , the above search will find : 

In case you click directory search : 
c:\book\the oranges looked like apples\

In case you click filepath search : 
c:\book\appleciderorangejuice.pdf

In case you click content search : 
c:\book\my fruits.doc where the contents of my fruits.doc are
"Orange Country is famous for its motorcycles and Apple 
devices"

And the below document will be excluded : 
c:\book\my fruits2.doc with content 
"Orange Country is famous for its motorcycles and Apple 
devices but its inhabitants rarely eat lemons. "

21. TROUBLESHOOTING 

Sometimes when you start the program two times after 
eachother it gives an error after presenting the dialogue box
"All files/directories loaded in x minutes". To avoid this 
error do not close the dialog box after it appears but only 
15 minutes later. 



After a directory or files search sometimes an exception is 
presented. In these cases press continue to keep working with
the program.

When you start FileBoss and the program cannot find a newly 
created file or directory then wait until it shows "All 
files/directories loaded in x minutes" . Then all files and 
directories are updated. 

The maximum filename can contain 260 characters and the 
maximum directory name 248 characters. 

If you get an error during installation or runtime add the 
setupnow.exe file in your download directory to the 
exceptions of your anti virus software. Also add the 
following folder to the exception of your antivirus 
software : c:\Program Files\FileBoss 

If you do not know how to add an exception to your antivirus 
email us with the name of your antivirus like Norton, 
Defender, Avast etc and we will tell you how to do it. 

Any question you may have please contact us at 
support@bekkertechnologies.com or send us a message from within 
FileBoss (order screen) or send us a message by clicking on 
the following link : 
https://www.bekkertechnologies.com/contact.php 

22. CPU AND MEMORY USAGE 

When FileBoss runs the first time and is reading in the 
directories and files during the first minutes you might see 
a high cpu use which disappears after 5 to 7 minutes. After 
that the cpu and memory use is 0%. 
After the first run the cpu and memory usage is close to 0%. 


